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Unconditional Love for the
Philippines

The Community Celebration on
2 June 2006 in San Carlos
Seminary focused on the theme
“love of country,” as a way of
celebrating the Philippines
Independence Day on 12 June as
well as reinforcement of the praxis
value of building our national pride.

Fr. Ruben Tanseco, Magis’
foremost spiritual animator when
it comes to value formation on love

is a descendant of our hero,
Gregorio del Pilar.  Lolita’s father,
Antonio Delgado, was the
Philippines Ambassador to the
Vatican who helped materially in
gaining recognition for Lorenzo
Ruiz as the first Filipino saint.
Lolita was trained in sociology and
English literature.

Being married to an American
international banker, the  challenge
for Lolita was how to raise their two
sons as Filipinos but at the time
she did not wish them to cherish
the country of their father any less.
Her family’s life abroad enabled
her and her family to see other
peoples and their cultures,
learning about them and their own
heroes.  Her family legacy of
distinguished forebears such as
Gregorio del Pilar was a reminder
that the Philippines has its own

of country, celebrated the Holy
Eucharist and rekindled with the
Community his passion for Maka-
Tao, Maka-Diyos, Maka-Bayan.

Two eminent persons in their
own fields shared how they have
espoused love for the Philippines
in their lives, their families, and
sphere of influence.  The first
speaker was Ms. Lolita Delgado
Fansler, an NGO active worker who

by del Rosarios / Panlilios

Fr. Ruben Tanseco, Magis Deo spiritual
adviser

Fr. Ted Gonzales, S. J., Program
Director, Center for Family Ministries,
and a familiar ME priest to Magis, spoke
on what the Philippines needs.  “Contrary
to the notion that we are a damaged
culture, we are a culture in search of its
soul, identity, and spirituality.  We have
experienced much abuse — which
continues on in politics and government
— but instead of learning from our past,
we repeat its dysfunction.  The victims
might become the tyrants of tomorrow.”

What we need, says Fr. Ted, is an
agimat, a talisman, an amulet to lead
us out of that cycle.  The agimat is the
Filipino symbol for power.  It is an
achetype, a search for pride and esteem
through our local culture. The agimat he
refers to is “the value systems which

Love of Country
Fr. Ted Calls on Elders to Build a Philippine Culture of Heroes

 (excerpts from an article “There’s an Amulet in the Filipino Blood that Leads to
Greatness” written by Agnes Prieto in the Philippine Daily Inquirer, 2 July 2006)

carry our strength as a people and as a
country.  Instead of focusing on
weaknesses and divisiveness, why not
focus on the best examples of Filipino
strength and solidarity — the Apos,
Lolos, Lolas, or elders?”

He continues: “The climax of our
legends is when the hero wields his
agimat and vanquishes the enemy, and
though we hardly hear those stories
anymore, we have new heroes, we have
new myths and legends.  We only have
to listen to stories of how Jose Rizal,
Apolinario Mabini, Ninoy Aquino, Jovito
Salanga, Miguel Malvar, Chino Roces,
Cecilia Munoz Palma, Haydee Yorac,
and so many nameless others

con’t on page 7

It’s your feast day on 31 July , St.
Ignatius!  Thank you so much for
the Spiritual Exercises!
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is prophetic rather than pragmatic.
This is the life he is inviting me to,
if he is to be my companion-for-life.

“Whoever wishes to come after
me must deny himself, take up his
cross, and follow me.” (Mk. 8: 34).
This is his invitation and challenge,
not only to me, but to all of us, as a
people and as a nation, as we
celebrate our Philippine
Independence Day tomorrow,
June 12. The great majority of our
people continue to suffer under the
economic and political forces and
systems that perpetuate the
abysmal gap between the rich and
the poor. We urgently need a
nationwide conversion among our
economic, political, educational,
professional, and religious leaders
to the political spirituality of Christ
– his boundless compassion for
the poor, the oppressed, and the
victims of social injustice. And for
this to happen in God’s own time,
we need to be continually AWARE
of his Holy Spirit within each one
of us, starting with myself.

My Companion As Breath-Of-
Life. As St. Paul keeps reminding
us: “Do you not know that you are
the temple of God, and that the
Spirit of God dwells in you? If
anyone destroys God’s temple,
God will destroy that person; for the
temple of God, which you are, is
holy.” (1 Cor 3: 16-17). In his
contemplation to attain God’s love,
St. Ignatius invites us to ponder with
great affection “how God dwells in
creatures…” Finding God in all
things. This is the key to
experiencing God as my
inseparable companion-for-life.
God as my Father, my brother, my
very breath of life. How then can I
ever escape his presence? No
way! But I often fall into
unawareness. Forgive me, Lord. I
humbly ask for the gift of greater
and continuing awareness. To be
a contemplative-in-action. So help
me, God. Amen.

lives? Allow the Lord to confront us
with the very same words, for we
often experience what the
disciples went through. Storms in
our lives that overwhelm us with
fears. Is it fear of sickness, hunger,
insults, contempt, loss of material
possessions, loss of a loved one,
a short life – among others?
Behind our fears are our inordinate
attachments. How are we to
overcome these, so that we may
experience continuing peace and
calm when we hear the Lord say,
“Quiet! Be still!”? The only way is
to allow him to be the one and only
Center of our lives. When
everything is said and done, God
is the only absolute. Everything
else is relative. Everything.

“Everything is precious
because it is from God, and yet
everything is relative – precisely
because everything is precious
only in relation to God.” (P.
Divarkar)

Our human condition is such,
however, that we often find
ourselves creating our own
emotional programs for
happiness, instead of receiving
this from God, the source of our
true and lasting happiness. As the
spiritual writer Thomas Keating
points out, this is due to our
instinctual needs for security,
pleasure, affection, esteem, power,
and control. These needs come
from our psycho-emotional scars,
our False Self System. Needs
become insatiable demands.

It is in this context that we owe it
our Creator and our own happiness
that we continually allow him to
mold and form us according to his
own designs, like clay in the
potter’s hands.

“This word came to Jeremiah
from the Lord: Rise up, be off to

the potter’s house; there I will give
you my message. I went down to
the potter’s house and there he
was, working at the wheel.
Whenever the object of clay which
he was making turned out badly in
his hand, he tried again, making of
the clay another object of whatever
sort he pleased. Then the word of
the Lord came to me. Can I not do
to you, house of Israel, as this
potter has done? says the Lord.
Indeed, like clay in the hand of the
potter, so are you in my hand, house
of Israel.” (Jer. 18: 1-6).

What about you? Do you also
want to be the clay in the Potter’s
hand? Can you give your absolute
“yes” to that – and all that it means?
So that at the end of your life, you
can be nothing less than a
masterpiece of God, and say to
him: Here I am, Lord. Mission
accomplished.

All this involves a discerning
heart throughout your lifetime,
especially at times when there is
windstorm and noise within you,
and the Lord says, “Quiet! Be still!”
Listen to him in the silence of your
heart, and you will know where he
wants you to go, and what he wants
you to do.

This is also what our national
leaders are asked by Lord to do.
Where is he leading our nation, so
that we may really become God’s
people? In faith, I know that in
God’s own time, for as long as we
are giving him our best, we will
become a nation of love, justice,
and peace.

“We know that God makes all
things work together for the good
of those who have been called
according to his decree.” (Rom. 8:
28)

“Quiet! Be still!”Inseparable
companion

from page 3
from page 3
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Sunday Homily
The Philippine Star

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.

Allow me to personalize the
meaning of the Holy Trinity, whose
feast we are celebrating today.
And may I invite you, dear readers,
to also personalize it in your own
lives.

The Triune God is my
inseparable companion. My
closest and ever – compassionate
companion-for-life. “And know that
I am with you always until the end
of the world.” (From today’s
Gospel reading, Mt. 28: 20). God
as Father. God as Son. God as
Holy Spirit. My companion-as-
father. My companion-as-brother.
My companion as my breath-of-
life.

My Companion-As-Father.
How can I ever express in words
the ways God as Father has loved
and cared for me from the moment
I was conceived in my mother’s
womb up to this very moment of my
life? Not only that. His divine
providence in the beauty and the
bounty of creation is simply
awesome. Just to contemplate the
lovely cloud formations against the
stunning blue skies, or the ageless
giant trees outside our home, or
the lushness of the green grass
and flowers down there – all this
and more overwhelms me to no
end. God as Father-Creator is the
greatest artist and the greatest
scientist of them all. How He
orchestrates everything in place
throughout the ages. So that in
moments when I feel insecure,
helpless, and hopeless, He keeps

whispering in my heart what He
once said through the prophet
Isaiah: “Can a mother forget her
infant, be without tenderness for a
child of her womb? But even
should she forget, I will never forget
you. See, upon the palms of my
hands, I have written your name.”
(Is. 49: 15-16).

For as long as I trust Him, ask
for his forgiveness, and learn to
love as He does – I have
absolutely nothing to fear. “We
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Inseparable companion

know that God makes all things
work together for the good of those
who love him.” (Rom. 8: 28). God’s
overall providence, not only over
my life, but the lives of all mankind,
is the meaning of His being Father
to us all. And for this to be humanly
visible and tangible, He comes to
us as God the Son.

My Companion-As-Brother.
The human, historical Jesus offers
himself to me as brother, friend,
companion, and guide in how
human life is to be lived in this world
of ups-and-downs, laughter and
tears, good weather and foul, life
and death. He does not invite me
to do anything that He himself did
not do. He leads me to the way of
loving without counting the cost, the
way of working for justice, even at
the cost of suffering injustice. A
spirituality of compassion,
especially toward the poor, the
oppressed, the underprivileged,
the sick. A political spirituality that

June 11, 2006

Like any ordinary man, Jesus
was very tired after a day’s ministry
with the crowds by the seashore.
“Let us cross to the other side,” he
told his disciples. They got into a
small boat and started to cross the
waters. Soon after, the exhausted
Jesus fell asleep at the rear end of
the boat. A windstorm with rain
suddenly came upon them, and big
waves were fast breaking over the
boat. Alarmed for their lives, they
woke him up with fear and
trembling. “Teacher, do you not
care that we are about to die?”
Jesus woke up, faced the winds
and water, and simply said: “Quiet!
Be still!” And a great calm came
just like that. He then confronted his
disciples: “Why are you terrified?

June 25, 2006
“Quiet! Be still!”

Do you not yet have faith?” (From
today’s Gospel reading, Mk. 4: 35-
41).

In other words, Jesus was
saying: “What are you afraid of? I
am with you. In life or in death, I am
with you. That is what really
matters, whether it be a long life
or a short one.” But they were not
yet on that level of awareness.
What they were aware of was their
deep attachment to life, and if we
may add, an inordinate attachment
to it.

What about us? What are we
most afraid of at this point in our

con’t on page 2

con’t on page 2
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We know the talk; for eighteen or so
years, we’ve walked the walk. But do we
do it well?

We are good Catholics, go to Mass
and communion every Sunday, we don’t
steal or kill and after reading 12 Little
Things, we obey traffic rules and ask for
receipts. We profess the values of
stewardship, simplicity, sharing and
service. We attend BCGG meetings,
Community Celebration and listen to the
Teachings. We do a yearly retreat, serve
in the Suyuan and once in a while we
even read the Newsletter! More than what
is expected from the average Catholic,
but is it enough for us who are committed
to “more”?

Let’s take a look at the community
pot and see what’s been simmering.

1) Overheard at the Sector, Ministry
Heads and Shepherds’ meeting on July
4 – twenty-nine couples listened in rapt
attention to Claire Palma “revisit” our
shepherding program: “it’s all in the
(Magis) manual” and the sheepish
confession “hindi tayo nagbabasa…”

2) The very preliminary results of a
pulse survey which indicated that many
shepherds felt neither they nor their
BCGGs had achieved the desired goals
of shepherding, BUT, when asked how
they felt about it, answered they felt
SATISFIED. Isn’t this strange, even
embarrassing? We realize and readily
admit we have not reached our goals –
and in almost the same breath say we
are satisfied!

3) A couple of months back the
anxiety that a poorly written novel like
D’Vinci Code with stick characters and
sensational plot would rock our faith, did
not keep us from asking, did the Church
deceive us and suppress the bloodline of
Jesus and Mary Magdalen as the novel
and subsequent movie assert?

On the surface, the ingredients are
easy to identify - pieces of pork, chicken,
beef, white kidney beans, merrily
simmering for Sunday’s pochero. The

Walking the talk well
a.k.a. “Discerning”

smells alone tell us what’s cooking. But
we in Magis are used to reflecting on the
day’s events, we pray our awareness
exercises enough to know there is more
than what meets the eye, or the nose.
The truly discerning heart does not act
on surface feelings and happenings
alone.

In the first example, the missing
ingredient is obvious, and easily added
to the stew. A community concern now
being addressed is that many shepherds
are confused about what we should do.
However, there is a manual. Lord, let me
see through your loving eyes, obvious ang
pagkukulang, pero mayroon pa ba? May
manual pala, why didn’t I read it? Kung
wala akong copy, sino kaya ang dapat
kulitin ko? Hmm…bakit kaya ngayon ko
lang napansin…. Mayroon pa ba Kayong
ibig iparating sa akin?

The second example is a bit more
subtle. We only have an indication of
something out of place, and as Data of
Star Trek would say “it does not
compute.” During the Ministry-Sector-
BCGG heads meeting on July 4, our
leaders conducted and summarized the
results of a pulse survey designed by
Shepherds/Sharers Formation Ministry
(see Council Corner), based on the
replies of those present. “Lord, the results
of the survey indicate a good number of
us feel we have not achieved our
objectives 100%, but in general, we have
rated ourselves SATISFIED. At first
glance, ang feeling ko’y mababaw yata
ang aming kaligayahan? What is this
feeling telling me? Definitely, too soon to
draw a conclusion. But it all begins with
paying attention to the feeling that
“something does not compute” – and as
discerning people, we should find out all
the data we need and not judge  until we
are satisfied it does compute.

The third concern has been the more
confusing because the issues are simply
more vast. Could it be true that Jesus
and Mary Magdalen had children and that
the Catholic Church covered this up?
Again, conflicting feelings and attitudes

about justice and inequality within the
church, obedience and individual
freedom, truth and loyalty cloud the
situation and make it difficult for us to
decide what to do, think and believe. For
us who desire to be in union with God in
all things, there is only one issue and
one prayer: help me see more clearly so
I can follow you more nearly, love you
more dearly.

Not just about getting there, but doing
it well. Getting as much facts as we can
before we can sit in prayer and discover
what our Lord wants us to do. Facts
which include basic knowledge about
what being human means, what our
Catholic faith is, how our attitudes as a
member of an Ignatian community can
shape the conclusions we draw from the
facts. It means we should make the effort
to study what others have to say about
the matter, whether the source of the
information is an encyclopedia, a
scientific study, an encyclical, a child’s
catechism or a speaker at the
Community Celebration teaching.

con’t on page 7
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COUNCIL CORNER

I am a Filipino. I love being a
Filipino. My skin is always tanned, no
need to spend hours under the
harmful rays of the sun. My skin is
also young-looking, thanks to the
humidity of the tropics. My nose is
flat – no problem of bumping noses
when I kiss the people I love.

I love the large Filipino families
where everybody seems to be a
relative.  I will never be lonely. And
when I’m old and gray, I will not be
sent to a nursing home to be cared
for by strangers.

I love Filipino food – daing na
bangus, sinangag and tomatoes for
breakfast; rice and all kinds of
“sawsawan” with my meals – toyo,
patis, suka, bagoong, I love kare-
kare, pinakbet, sinigang, lechon, all
types of inihaw. I enjoy halo-halo and
“dirty ice-cream.”

I enjoy the watching the sunset in
Manila Bay or in the different beaches
that our country boasts off. I love the
cool breeze in Tagaytay and the even
cooler breeze in Baguio.

I love so many things about being
a Filipino but does this love I have
translate into genuine patriotism? As
I look at all the wonderful things I love
about my country and about being a
Filipino, I see I have much to be
thankful for. My country has really
given me so much and it pains me
to see the endless problems that our
country faces these days. If I were a
true patriot, I would not want to be
part of the problem, I would want to
be part of the solution.

I am a Filipino
and I love being one

True Filipino patriots, like Jose
Rizal, Andres Bonifacio, Ninoy
Aquino loved the Philippines so
much, they offered their lives for it. If
I were a true patriot  I would feel the
same way. If I were a true patriot,  I
would love my country with deep
passion and compassion, to the
depth  and breadth of my being.  I
would live with the conviction that the
Filipino is worth living and dying for. I
may not be a true patriot now, but I
will try. And with every little thing I do
for my country, my love for it would
grow. For it is in giving oneself that
one learns the true meaning of love
and unless I am willing to share my
time, talent and treasure with my

by: Ted & Susan Concepcion
Council Overseer, Membership Formation Ministry &

Shepherds & Sharers Formation Ministry

What does it mean to love one’s
country? One way to address this
question is to look back at our own
history and examine the lives of people
whom we associate as the models of
patriotism and love for one’s country.
Names like Rizal, Bonifacio, or Ninoy
easily come to mind as people who lived
with extraordinary passion and love for
their country. They dedicated, and
ultimately sacrificed their lives for the
sake of freedom and national unity. Their
words and deeds are forever enshrined
in our national history where they are
honored as heroes whose love for
country should serve as an inspiration
and as a model of patriotism for modern
day Filipinos.

What does it mean to love one’s
country?

country, my love for it would remain
superficial never truly patriotic.

by: Roel Concepcion
(Son of Ted & Susan Concepcion)

Despite all these things, it seems that
their deeds and their method of showing
love for their country seems somehow
distant to an ordinary Filipino living in the
present day. We worry about the bills, our
jobs, the kids, or the price of gasoline.
Loving our own country, a vague idea if
based on the example of our national
heroes, is simply an idea we leave at
back of our minds. We tell ourselves that
we live in a world far different from the
one inhabited by Rizal and Bonifacio. It
seems that most of history’s stories about
patriotism and love for country involves
death in one way or another. Even our
national anthem, breathes the words ang
mamatay nang dahil sa yo... We wonder
how such an idea can possibly apply to

con’t on page 9
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May 27, a Saturday, happens
to be an unforgettable date with a
wholesome woman, and a mother at
that: Nature! Who else?

In two different settings, I,
together with members of our DOC
(Disciples of Christ) BCGG, saw
Mother Nature at its best. First in the
La Mesa Dam Eco Park, currently
embroiled in a controversial issue
involving a proposed housing project
for MWSI personnel, and second a
few hours later that same afternoon,
in a quasi-resort in Baras, Rizal,
owned by the Del Rosario couple,
one of our mainstay BCGG couples.

The Eco Park was indeed a
wholesome place to visit, what with
its swimming pool for some 300
persons, wide area for picnicking
amidst the widespread bushes and
tall trees, and flowerpatches nearby.
It is rather well-maintained, and
hence, an ideal place to visit
especially if one is not wont to
venture nowadays to distant places
for R&R. It is definitely a good picnic
ground for reunions, but more so, a
haven conducive to strengthening
ties with fellow humans as well as
with one’s Maker.

If the Eco Park was that
good, the Baras resort was even
better. After almost two full hours on
the road plus another 30 minutes of
walk through the muddy approach
towards the elevated place likewise
marked by zigzagging pathways, we
finally reached the top with a
treehouse conveniently lodged at the
center of an elevated clearing,

Unforgettable dates

affording one a vantage point of the
lush greenery surrounding it and the
valley below.

It was rather tiring for most
of us, unaccustomed trekkers, and
rather discomforting what with us
heaving and panting to make that
trek thru muddied and rocky soil. It
was exhilarating though, once we
reached the place as we felt the
water from the stream which actually
came from a so-called “bucal”. We
tried in vain to wash our muddied
shoes and feet with endlessly-
flowing water. The silent mountain
breeze coupled by occasional drizzle
that mixed with our sweat was
another unusual feeling as we sat on
benches relishing the vista before us
even as we took quick sips of coffee
and  spoonfuls of our spaghetti
leftover from the picnic.

And were it not for most of
us unprepared for an overnight stay,
we would have really experienced
what it was, as one popular song
would put it: “to be truly far from the
maddening crowd and hustle-bustle
of city life”, and hence, closer to
Nature. It would have been great to
have experienced sleeping through
the night sans electric fans and just
be lulled into stupor by the occasional
gusts of wind. That time would come,
the Del Rosario couple assured us.

Meantime, there and then
even for a fleeting moment, I was
given another chance to fully
appreciate Nature at its best. There
and then, I realized that such a
distant place can also be a good

RANDOM THOUGHTS

A.R. AREVALO, Jr.

habitation, the fact that there were
people around, and who, by their
looks and behavior, could and do live
in such type of simple, unadulterated
milieu… and appear fulfilled. There
and then I knew we had an
experience, even in varying degrees,
of our Lord being very much present
in His creation. It was like listening to
Him thru His creations with the ear
of our hearts.

This is exactly how I also feel
whenever I minister to the three
elderly ladies (average age is 90)
every Sunday morning. Giving Holy
Communion to them is an experience
that I likewise cherish as it is also like
seeing God in them, as they, too,
somewhat already immobilized by
age and sickness, are part of His
creations. Part of the  psychic reward
I get from these women and which I
cherish for doing this voluntary
weekly activity is a faint smile exuding
from an already furrowed and gaunt
face, or whenever they are a bit up to
it, a gentle whisper of “thank you”.

These, too, are among my
unforgettable dates, fleeting as they
may seem, but truly fulfilling.

� � � � � � � � � �
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heroes that make us proud to be a
Filipino. For Lolita, this includes her own
father, who was an Ambassador to the
Vatican, and helped materially in gaining
recognition for Lorenzo Ruiz as the First
Filipino Saint.

Lolita managed to teach her two
sons about how beautiful the Philippines
is and its national heritage.  She instilled
in them pride in the Philippines, i.e.,
behaving well as representatives of the
Philippines abroad, wearing national
dress, and carrying always that pride in
the Philippines culture.   She called for
unconditional love for our country despite
the Philippines’ shortcomings.

For Lolita, however, the Mangyans of
Mindoro is a special love. They have a
language and writing that antedates our
Spanish Colonial period. They are the
custodians of a time long past when we
were already reading and writing and
living in harmony with one another and
with nature.  What potentials would we
have as Filipinos if we had a mind that
could read from left to right or right to
left, from down to up and up to down and
still understand what we are reading?

What kind of Filipinos would we be if
we had the heart that could write the
poem the old Mangyan wrote his wife
which Lolita read at the end of her talk?

At this hour of the dark night
we are still together now
on the woven sleeping mat.
but when the sun will get up
and the stars will be detached.
our bond might break up too
when we’ll ever meet again
it is not with mortal eyes,
but the eye-sight of the soul.

The second speaker was Red
Kapunan, an ME Class 79 graduate, who
is more popularly known to be part of the
RAM Boys who led the EDSA I uprising
against the Marcos dictatorship and later
on with other coup d’etats against the
Cory administration.  Red received
military training at the Philippine Military
Academy and all his life had been trained
and made to believe to defend his country
as a soldier.  He fought in the war in
Mindanao, believing he was doing this for
his country’s sake. He served in
Mindanao until serious issues of poverty
and deprivation of co-Filipinos awakened
him to a new calling.

Fighting in Mindanao raised questions
on his mind as to the manner and the
“why” they were killing other Filipinos in
the insurgency war.   He started asking
questions, leading him to call for reforms
in the military and in the government.  He

joined Gringo Honasan in the EDSA 1
revolution.  When the fruits of EDSA 1
did not materialize for the poor, he joined
coup d’etats to overthrow the
government.  Several attempts of his
group failed.  This led him to rethink his
manner of helping his countrymen
progress.  His power-grabbing and
military approach is not helping.

Red began to rethink where he
is being called to serve more his
countrymen.  He did not know the
answers.  Somehow, at some point, he
was led to go back to his own native
province of Iloilo.  Instead of starting
military revolutions, he is now engaged
in an “economic revolution” through
microfinance.  He is able to help poor
farmers and fishermen gain access to
credit.  He feels that God’s grace may
have a hand in this.  He does not fully
understand yet.

All he knows is that he realized
he also needs to take care of his own
family, his wife Elsa, and their children.
He is grateful for the ME and considers
Magis as  a home where he can always
come back to.

He exhorted everyone in the
Community to love the Philippines, with
all her faults and shortcomings.
Mabuhay ang Pilipinas!!!

overcame obstacles and lived their values.
These stories are the magical tools we
all have access to so that we may
transform our lives.”

Fr. Ted supports the idea of
building a culture of heroes, through the
search for common patterns or best
practices of the people we admire.
Through these and other stories, we hope
to begin to sow seeds into a new stream
of consciousness.

He calls on all Apos from different
fields to share their success stories with
our young leaders.  In this way, they
transmit the power or the agimat on to
the next generation, inspiring them and
affirming their good values.

The sharing has now started in
a weekend workshop called “Agimat ni
Apo,” which brings together a multi-
sectoral audience and the Apo concept
into the mainstream.  The workshop
focuses for the first part on confidence in

times of crisis, and draws out the major
challenges and stresses undergone.
Reflection and honest assessment, a
look at our strengths and weaknesses,
comprise the second part.
Responsibility, stewardship, simplicity,
and servanthood are values focused on
the third portion.  “We have to stop
passing blame,” notes Fr. Ted.  Idea,
inspiration, and imagination make up the
fourth module —— “Action without vision
is purposeless; we have to be able to
integrate all that is happening in our lives
and align our imagination to the big why.
Integrating all these comprises the fifth
part which focuses on solidarity or
bayanihan.   “Our dreams as a people
will come true because we work with
others to realize a common vision.”

 It is families that will eventually
shape culture.  Discipline is important,
as is the shift of consciousness through
stories and imagination, which is a prime
factor in building a nation.

Love of Country

Unconditional Love for the Philippines
from page 1

from page 1

And because we have chosen to be
Ignatian in formation, to persevere in
studying and experiencing the richness
of the love Ignatius felt for “Holy, Mother
Church” though it lies buried beneath four
centuries of reader-unfriendly language
(compare “Rules for Thinking with the
Church” to “How serious are we about
our Catholic faith?”  And that is why we
continually study, invite speakers to give
us teachings, why we speak of lights and
shadows, high points and low points
instead of “consolations and
desolations.” That is why we journey in
community, accompanying one another,
guided by our spiritual directors who have
made the same journey before us, guided
by our Lord himself, who promised we
would always find him when two or more
of us are gathered in prayer, and in his
name.

Walking the
talk well

from page 4
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A Magis Deo shepherd  is a
pastoral care giver and formator, an
administrator, and a group facilitator
of the ministry, BCGG, Post-LSS or ME
Class to which he is assigned. These
roles and responsibilities of a Magis
Deo shepherd were the focus of a
learning session conducted by the
Shepherds & Sharers Formation
Ministry during the quarterly meeting
of shepherds and ministry heads last
Tuesday, July 4, 2006.

The session was a response to the
appeal of shepherds for training to
improve their skills and knowledge
in shepherding.  It began by tracing
the biblical foundation for the role of
a shepherd.   Jesus was held up as
the figure of the good shepherd who
knows his sheep who recognize his
voice and follow him, and he lays
down his life for them.  This is also
the antecedent and basis in
determining the qualities of a Magis
Deo shepherd, such as: Christ–
centeredness, apostolic commitment,
servant leadership, freedom of heart,
and sensitivity to the needs of others.
It was a reminder that a shepherd’s
daily prayer and  examen of
consciousness is a primary
responsibility which should help in
deepening his personal relationship
with God, so that – as a pastoral care

giver and formator - he in turn can
help the members of his small group
to deepen their personal relationship
with God, that they may seek and find
Him in all things.

More than sixty shepherds
attending the meeting and many
appreciated  the topics that dealt with
the administering and facilitating
small group meetings, particularly
that part of the meeting format where
members participate in sharing their
faith experiences.

Faith-sharings are meant to be
occasions where a member shares
a personal experience when he was
touched by God – and in sharing the
experience allows the other
members who listen to also grow in
their faith and hope and love for God.
It is an experience to deepen our
relationship with God through the
witnessing of others.  However, a
recurring situation is where a
member’s faith sharing becomes
lengthy and time-consuming, and
the focus is on the details of the story
and not on his experience of God in
the story.  A helpful solution is to a
“2-1-2 formula” format of faith
sharing:  2 minutes to describe the

situation, 1 minute to describe what
the Lord did, and 2 minutes to describe
one’s response to the Lord , or where
the Lord is leading him.

The session was a revisit or review
for many of the seasoned shepherds
present but very helpful for recently
appointed shepherds.

In the same meeting the Shepherds
and Sharers Formation ministry
administered an evaluation
instrument to all the shepherds who
were present.  The evaluation
instrument (reproduced elsewhere in
this Newletter) which the ministry
designed and developed, was an
attempt to find out how shepherds
regard themselves with respect to
their shepherding abilities and
attitudes.   Around 60 shepherds
answered the survey at the start of the
meeting.  A tabulation of 29 out of the
60 responses was presented to the
shepherds towards the latter part of
the meeting.

Against 25 statements, each
statement corresponding to a desired
behavior or attribute of a shepherd,
the results show that the majority of
the shepherds evaluate themselves as
exhibiting 4 of the 25 desired
behaviors and attributes “all of the
time”, 14 of the 25 desired behaviors
and attributes “most of the time”, and
7 of the 25 desired behaviors and
attributes “some of the time”.  Asked
further how satisfied they are with
their answers, majority of the
shepherds say they are “satisfied” with
their answers in each of the 25
statements.  The initial reaction of the
shepherds was one of surprise that
there were so few  (4) “all of the time
answers” and so many (7) “some of
the time” answers.  They agreed that
the survey can serve the purpose of
identifying the areas where training
and formation of shepherds should
focus.

The ministry will administer the
same evaluation to shepherds who
were not present in the meeting,
complete the tabulation of all
responses and present the results in
the next Shepherds and Ministry heads
meeting.

The Shepherds and Sharers
formation ministry is composed of Cora
and Fred Buenaventura, Mannix and
Lala Lopez, Leony and Mia Parada,
Rey and Lucy Mella as alternate head,
Claire and Ed Palma as ministry head,
and Ted and Susan Concepcion as
council overseer.

Claire & Ed Palma

Fely and her father came to attend the wedding of Fely’s younger sister in Florida in
early part of June.  Before returning to the Philippines, they passed by San Francisco
and had the opportunity to meet Donding and Dada Labao. The photo shows, from
left to right, Fely’s dad, Donding, Dada and Fely having their dinner at China Buffett,
Fremont last June 20. Donding and Dada shared how happy they are every time they
see faces of friends from Magis Deo.

News from Magis overseas..

The Magis Deo
shepherd revisited
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Noong ika-25 ng Hunyo 2006,
isang Buhay Espiritwal Mag-asawa
ang idinaos sa -parokya ng  St.
Andrew sa  Reposo, Makati. Mga
alas otso ng umaga  ay nasa
seminar hall na si Monchito
Mossesgeld at  naghahanda ng
kanyang tatalakayin sa maghapon.
Napapligiran siya ng magagandang
mga dilag na abala sa paghahanda
ng mga “questionnaires” niya.
Nandoon si Tita Cathy, Djarn ang
kasapi ng BCGG Micah – sina Joy
U., Tita Flor, Gina Eleda at Suni.
Maliban kay Suni ang mga masigasig
na mga dilag ay puro mga biyuda.
Kaya nang araw na iyon itinatag ni
Monchito ang MDBB o Magis Deo
Biyuda Brigade.

Tatlumpung (30) katao  ang
inaasahan ni Ricky Gutierrez (pinuno
ng Family Life Ministry ng parokya ng
St. Andrews) na dadalo sa BEM
nguni’t labing-anim  (16) lamang ang
nakarating. Tuwang-tuwa si Ricky at
laking pasasalamat niya sa Magis
Deo sa mga programa na
naibabahagi sa kanilang mga
parokyano. Tuwing may Suyuan
kasama ni Ricky ang asawa niyang
si Belle. Nang araw na iyon padating
pa lamang si Belle galing sa ibang
bansa kaya’t dumalo din sina Ed
Cuenca at ang isa pang kasamahan
nila upang tulungan si Ricky.

Sumasangayon ako kay Tita
Cathy na bawa’t BEM o Suyuan ay
iba’t ibang karanasan at kaalaman
ang iyong mapupulot o matutunan.
Sa BEM na ito ay muling ipinakita at
ipinaramdam ng Diyos and dakilang
Pag-ibig Niya. Nakita ko ang laking
pagbabago sa pagbigay ni Monchito
ng BEM. Simple lang, madaling
maintindihan nguni’t malalim at sa
bawa’t pagbigkas niya ng
Pagmamahal ng Diyos,
mararamdaman mo nga talaga ang

Ang BEM at ang MDBB
ni Djarn Pestano

Buhay Espiritwal Mag-asawa at Magis Deo Biyuda Brigade

walang kundisyon Niyang pag-ibig.
Nakinig ng husto ang mga
participants. Lalong naging malinaw
sa kanila ang mga tinuro ni Monchito
nang magbahagi ng kanilang buhay
sina Doy at Becky Dizon  at Eli at
Edith Prieto. Dahil dito naging bukas,
maganda at mula sa puso ang
bahaginan nila sa bawa’t grupo.
Habang pinagmamasdan ko ang
mga “facilitators” o MDBB, ako’y
natutuwa at nagpapasalamat sa
Kanya na kaming mga MDBB na
minsan pang nasugatan at patuloy
na nangungulila sa aming mga
asawa ay patuloy ding ginagabayan
ng Diyos at ginagawa pang
instrumento ng Kanyang Pag-ibig.
Ayon kay Monchito hindi sinabi ng
Diyos na aalisin Niya ang ating
paghihirap…nguni’t sa bawa’t
paghihirap natin nandoon Siya at
sasamahan Niya tayo
magpakailanman….Pinaalala din
niya na kadalasan sa madramang
buhay lang natin nakikita o
nararamdaman ang presensiya ng
Panginoon..ito ay kung may
malaking problem tayo, krisis, may
sakit tayo o ang mahal natin sa
buhay, atbp….dapat din natin
maramdaman ang presensiya Niya
sa katahimikan ng ating buhay dahil
nandoon din Siya.

Nagtapos ang BEM sa isang banal
na misa at magandang homilia  ni Msgr.
Emmanuel Sunga   Masayang umuwi ang
bawa’t isa dahil hindi lang ang tiyan
namin ang nabusog ng ‘binalot’ na hinain
nila Ricky sa tanghalian , nabusog din
ang aming kaisipan, puso at kaluluwa sa
mga salita ng Diyos at sa mga paksa na
tinalakay sa maghapon.

Ang Outreach Ministry ay muling
nagpapasalamat kay Monchito na kahit
bagong opera (eye cataract) ay nagbigay
pa rin ng BEM, kina Doy at Becky (si
Becky ay nagbahagi pa rin kahit
nilalagnat), kina Eli at Edith na umalis

sandali sa family reunion upang
magbahagi din at sa Micah BCGGna
pinamumunuan nila Rey at Nitz Eslava
(humabol pa sila pagkatapos ng
Shepherding seminar nila sa Cefam).
Maraming salamat Panginoon sa dakila
Mong Pag-ibig, sa patuloy mong
pagpapatawad sa aming mga kasalanan
at sa pangako mong sasamahan kami
magpasawalanghanggan.

us? Patriotism and love for country seems
like a deed for great people with
extraordinary dreams and ambition and
even if I was actually such a person,
would I be willing to die for my country
tomorow if need be?

Maybe the problem lies in the way we
understand and push the idea of love for
country. Personally, I don’t believe in the
idea of dying for one’s country as an
ultimate sign of love and patriotism. I think
it’s in living for the country  that one
actualy shows love for country. What is
living for one’s country? It’s mostly simple
things. Living for one’s country means
thinking good things about the country.
It means speaking about how great the
Philippines. It means focusing on how we
can improve as a nation and not focusing
on why our system stinks. It means
paying taxes on time, following traffic
rules and regulations, avoiding littering,
recycling and segregating trash, or even
watching Filipino movies a little more.

Living for one’s country also involves
fulfilling one’s role as part of the society.
It means being the best veterinarian,
accountant, or manager one can be. It
means knowing vacation spots in
Mindanao as intimately if not more so
than those in Europe or the US. It means
appreciating what we have and doing our
best to preserve it for future generations.

What does it mean to
love one’s country?

from page 5
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BCGGs have signified
preference to do outreach in
Magis Deo Mission areas:

1.  Corinthians/Sothel
2.   Lights
3.   Ignatians
4.   Isaiah
5.   Jeremiah
6.  Galilee                            
7.   John
8.   Magnificat
9.  Philippians
10. Thessalonians

Calendar of Outreach
Activities

Suyuan
June 11 - Payatas held in CLC, Ateneo
BCGG-in-charge: Ignatian, Isaiah,
Archangel Gabriel

July 16 - Pathways, Ateneo; July 16 -
Malate; July 23  - Pathways; July 30  -
Pathways
BCGG-in-charge: Juy 16 & 23  None;
July 30 - KKK

Aug. 5- Daluyan, Ateneo ( BCGG-in-
charge:  Cana);  Aug. 6 or 13-
Thessalonians

September, 2 Suyuan (no specific dates
yet)
BCGG-in-charge: Sep. 3 - Mustard Seed
and Magis 79

Buhay Espiritual
Mag-asawa (BEM)

June 25 - St. Andrews, Reposo
BCGG-in-charge: Micah

August 6 - Pateros
BCGG-in-charge: Corinthians/Lights

August 20 - Malate
BCGG-in-charge: None

Tipanan ng Mag-anak

September 10 - Pateros
BCGG-in-charge: Corinthians/Lights

Prayer Workshop
August (no specific date yet)

October, 2 Suyuan (no specific dates
yet)- BCGG-in-charge: Post LSS class
of Mossesgelds

November, 2 Suyuan (no specific dates
yet)-BCGG-in-charge: Philippians

Please Note:
For BCCGs who have not
sponsored any Suyuan yet,
please call or text the following:

Tita Cathy – 724-5312  ;  0906-
3706310
Ferdie Cruz – 366-3298 ;  0918-
9357899
Djarn Pestano – 0918-5757874

BCGGs/ME classes have
sponsored outreach activities
already during the 1st half of the
year (January-June 2006):

1. Archangel Gabriel (only Tita
Marcia always)
2. Agnus Dei
3.  Beatitudes
4.  Corinthian/Sothel
5.  Ignatian
6. Isaiah 
7. Magnificat
8. Micah
9. Mustard Seed 

BCGGs signified preference for
Suyuan  but without specific
dates, or with specific dates
before but were not tapped:

1  Cana – anytime
2.  Emmanuel
3. Galilee -  have specified April 23  
May 14 or 28 but no Suyuan sked
4.  Genesis
5.  KKK - have specified May 14,
June 25 & July 30
6.  Sirach 
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Shepherds’ Training
June 16, 2006

To All Magis Deo Heads*

In keeping with our Community’s thrust of deepening the formation of our Shepherds to better predispose
them to actively and meaningfully engage in the practice of our Community values, inclusive of continuing
involvement in outreach and advocacy, we have designed an integrated program of Shepherd formation.

This year we started it with our offering of the KINGDOM Retreat/Workshop attended by many of you
last February 17-19.  This was followed by the first run of the Shepherding Seminar I (June 3-4, Part
1and June 24-25, Part 2) and Shepherding Seminar II (Aug 5-6 and Sept 2-3) for selected Shepherds
who have yet to attend these seminars.

A significant part of this integrated program is the forthcoming two-day seminar-workshop on
Deepening of Prayer and Introduction to Spiritual Direction on July 8-9 at the Auditorium of
the Lay Formation Center, San Carlos, 7:30am - 5:30 pm.  Main facilitator is Ms. Eva Galvey,
assisted by a team of facilitators from CIS and EMMAUS Foundation. A half-day follow-up program
is tentatively scheduled for Saturday morning, August 12. This growth program is a must for all our
Shepherds as this will not only help revitalize and deepen our prayer life but likewise introduce us to the
basics of spiritual direction which is a competency we hope to develop in our shepherds as they
accompany our members in their spiritual journey.  Moreover this will be an excellent preparation for
those who might be deployed as “shepherds of lambs” in our LSS slated for July 29-30.

It is critical that you our shepherds and alternate shepherds commit yourselves to attend this weekend
as a couple (if one of the spouses is not available, please advise Jane of Secretariat soonest for
necessary adjustments). We are not charging a seminar fee but  simply a Goodwill Fee of Php50.00
per person to be remitted to the Secretariat not later than Wednesday, June 28, which is also
the last day of confirmation of attendance. The meals and snacks for the two days are for your
account, which you can have cooked or bought outside as your “baon”, or pre-order (also by June 28
thru Jane) from the Layforce cafeteria at very reasonable prices.

You may consider the above schedule a bit too demanding, but who said life is easy anyway.  Scott
Peck in his book “The Road Less Traveled” said that one of the greatest truths is that “life is difficult”,
and we may add, especially so if we are seeking spiritual growth and hoping to find the Lord in the
process.  You have articulated one of your most urgent and important need as a shepherd; we are
responding with this program.

We are offering these interventions as an opportunity and challenge to deepen our self-knowledge
and our prayer life, and discover some ways of serving as a companion to our fellow travelers.

We would like to hear from you within the week if you have committed yourselves to this challenge.
Call us directly or your Sector head or anyone of the Council members.

Yours in Christ,
.
Claire & Ed Palma                   Joy Uy-tioco                       Tina & Monchito Mossesgeld
 Head, S&SFM                          Head, FM                                        Chaircouple

*Heads and Alternate Heads of Ministries & Committees, Sectors, BCGGs, Post-LSS & ME
Classes, and Council members.
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Calendar of Activities
July to September 2006

Birthday Celebrants
JULY

                       JULY  2006

July
04 Shepherds & Ministry Heads Meeting2 Sanctuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191
07 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
8-9 Prayer Deepening and San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191

Introduction to Spiritual
Direction Workshop

8-9 Team Couple Training CeFam MEFP 426-4206
10 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
29-30 LSS TBA Gene & Eve Bañez

926-8562 / 0917-4984687
Magis Deo 426-7191

August
01 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting4 Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
04 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
5-6 Shepherding 1(Free) CeFam MEFP 426-4206
14 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

25-27 MEW BLD Covenant House Cavite Ike & Josie Llamas 821-0639
29 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting5 Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

September
01 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191
2-3 Shepherding 2 (Free) CeFam  MEFP 426-4206
11 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191
15-17 SDR – P3,500/couple Canossa Tagaytay  MEFP 426-4206
21-23 AIR-1 Sacred Heart Novitiate Suni Rodriguez

Theme: God’s Love and our Christian Vocation 0917-9274750
Magis Deo 426-7191

29-Oct1 ME 2 Seminar – P3,000/couple St. Scholastica Tagaytay  MEFP 426-4206

Wedding Anniversaries
JULY

1 Rolly Arandia+
Rey Arceo Beatitudes

2 Julie Torres Galilee
Mary-lou Albert Isaiah 66
Gabby De Jesus
Edna Pestano Psalm 46

3 Leonor Sandoval Class 71
4 Jo Magajes Galilee

Norma Retardo Class 81
5 Cyrus Mendoza Class 73
6 Laney Ricohermoso Class 73

Elaine Bañez Class 77
Virginia Hortaleza Class 78
Rosalind Fernando Class 81

7 Tony Narciso Sirach
Grace Santos          Thessalonians
Ethel Ancheta Class 68
Anna Reyrao Class 74
Edwin Delos Santos Class 79

8 Philip Abad Class 71
9 Erwin Panuncialman Class 74
10 Vic Reyes CIA/Wisdom

Lhen Simbre Class 68
Pina Alcantara Class 84

11 Rene Santos Micah 6:8
Mae Barcinas Class 68
Jecca Osorio Class 82

12 Jack Rizo Class 82
Oyen Rizo Class 82

13 Leo Dumlao Ignatians
14 Jo Magajes Galilee

Edgar Pasion Class 75
Jennylyn Parado Class 80

15 Jet Quimel Magnificat
Yayette Ventigan John
Carlo Serrano Class 77

16 Jon Cobico                Thessalonians
17 Kit Palmario Galilee

Boy San Juan Class 83
18 Arnel Isip           Corinthians/Sothel

Vincent Posadas Class 76
19 Dolly Llamas Beatitudes

21 Larry Ocampo Class 74
Elvira Gajero Class 76

22 Allan John Joven Class 77
Danny Lim XLI
Benny Vistan Class 74
Rodolfo Claudio Class 80

23 Ed Macalalad Emmanuel
Vic Francisco Class 74

24 Sheryl Serano Class 77
25 Jhoe Ligon Class 71

Catalino Gajero Class 76
Mycel Cinco Class 76

1 Tony & Lynne Arevalo Sirach
2 Cesar & Noemi Baltazar

Kim & Marie Rosary Escaño Class 77
Nic & Mimay Sison Class 71
Egay & Lyn Tabudlong Class 71
Bing & Vikki Brillantes John
Bojo & Finrose Bernardo Class 83

4 Jaime & Fatima Umali Class 78
7 Pete & Elo Nabong Thessalonians
8 Ronnie & Debbie Verano Psalm 46
11 Claro & Linda Santos Agnus Dei

Dewey & Chona Chua Class 69
Vicente & Victoria Babaran Magnificat

12 Noel & Gigi Resurreccion Arch. Gabriel
Rolly & Zeny Arandia Sirach

18 Ed & Tatic Castillo Cana
Danilo & Amelia Pimentel Class 76

20 Andy & Mycel Cinco Class 76
21 Bing & Vikki Brillantes Cana
22 Ferdie & Lyn Cruz Beatitudes

Tony & Benny Vistan Class 74
23 Eduardo & Elsa Kapunan Class 79
26 Tony & Flor Pison Micah 6:8
27 Manolet & Suni Rodriguez Mustard Seed

Tabs & Karen Baretto Psalm
Boyong & Anna San Diego Class 71
Edwin & Ghie Delos Santos Class 79

26 Carlos Pizarro Lights
Joy Gallo Class 74
Jeston Kosca Class 76

27 Sheryl Serrano Class 77
29 Mayenne Cayabyab Class 83

Bernie Isip       Corinthians/Sothel
Beh Cordero John

31 Feast of St. Ignacius
Jojo Guzman Genesis
Jun Deacosta Class 68
July Salvador Class 73
Avelina Maravilla Class 77
Debra Bumanglag Class 83


